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For those who are new, the Jews (who are of an alien race and soul), stole copiously from Pagan (Gentile) religions and spiritual knowledge, removed and corrupted the spiritual, and invented Christianity and Islam with this.

Following, they used the Christians and the Muslims to mass murder and destroy the Pagans. This was done to enslave Gentiles both physically and spiritually. The Jews then become "God." With all occult power in the hands of the top Rabbis and an endless supply of psychic energy from the unknowing, dumbed down Gentile believers who slavishly worship.

This is why we now have the terms "esoteric" "occult" "hidden" "secret" and related. This spiritual knowledge should be made available to everyone. The lack of this spiritual knowledge is the reason for all of the suffering and ugliness in this world. The Jews are responsible for this curse upon humanity.

I also want to add regarding the "Blood Libel" accusations. Lying comes naturally to a Jew. It's in their nature. For one, Rabbi authors try to claim there were no blood libel accusations before the Middle Ages. NOT SO. High Priest Jake Carlson did an in depth research and article on Jewish Ritual Murder and there are accounts going back to Ancient Rome.

http://www.satanslibrary.org/666BlackSu ... rder2.html

In addition, Rabbi authors again lie concerning kosher laws prohibiting the ingestion of blood. It is known, especially in the orthodox Jewish communities, during a circumcision, the Rabbi sucks the blood from the penis of the infant. The kosher crap is just a front.

Getting back to the secreted knowledge,
Here... Quote from the book "The Tarot: A Key to the Wisdom of the Ages" by Paul Foster Case:

"In all ancient copies of the Book of Formation, the planetary attributions to the double letters are purposely mixed in order to mislead uninitiated readers into whose hands the book might fall. The correct attributions were reserved for mouth to ear instruction."

The Book of Formation, also known as "The Sefer Yetzirah" goes back centuries and is of the Jewish Kabbalah, where a lot of their stolen spiritual knowledge is hidden.

The many occult organizations out there such as the Golden Dawn and related who use the Jewish mysticism, Kabbalah, Hebrew letters and related Jewish spiritual filth are way off regarding spiritual advancement and knowledge.

Satan and Azazel revealed to me what the "Philosopher's Stone" really is. I wrote about this in an article regarding the Magnum Opus on the JoS website in the meditation section some time ago.

Now here is a blatant example of corruption. Most of you know who "St. Peter" is. A Jewish invented character disciple of that foul Nazarene.
OK. Now, "Peter" is a name meaning "Rock or Stone" having it's origin in the word prefix or base of "Petra." In geology (the scientific study of the earth), PETROLOGY is the study of ROCKS. So, Jewish corrupted legend has it that this Jewish Goon sits outside the pearly gates of heaven, holds the keys to the gate of heaven, etc.

Special Thanks to Satan and Azazel for revealing the Truth on this farce. As I wrote before, the REAL Philosopher's Stone is created by collecting the energy buzz you get after meditation and/or yoga and condensing it into a ball.

This ball is then circulated through the chakras. This is known as the Chariot of Ra. The Jewish corrupted version of this is Ezekiel's Chariot, of which is nothing more on the face of it than Jewish nonsense and rabbinical drivel.

So this St Peter character was stolen from the concept of the sacred Philosopher's Stone. Ezekiel's Chariot was stolen from Amon Ra.

The "Gates of Heaven" are the 6th and 7th chakras. The little energy ball is circulated here and then dropped into the pineal of which it drastically opens and activates. The pineal gland is often symbolized by a pearl. So here is where those degenerate filthy rabbinical scum got the idea for the "Pearly Gates" and that Jewish invented dink St Peter.

The phoney crucifixion of this Jewish Goon was on an inverted cross. The inverted cross is symbolic of the solar 666 chakra (the 3rd chakra) where the little energy ball is stored and nurtured.

All of the spiritual has been removed.

No Christian or Muslim will ever reach immortality. Neither do those deluded individuals who belong to those Jewish operated and controlled occult organizations.

I also want to add how again, Christian gross stupidly, claims Freemasonry is "Satanic." NOT SO.

It is common knowledge, the Freemason initiate places his hands upon a Judeo/Christian Bible and swears an oath. This ensures all of his energy with any Masonic rituals he participates in will be funneled to the Jewish agenda. Especially rebuilding the Temple of Solomon; the New Jerusalem, which is the climax of the Judeo/Christian Bible.

Jews by nature are obsessive, compulsive and relentless. Their obsession with their Messiah resulted in the character of jewsus. Using Gentile slavish worship, with a powerful subliminal tie-in to bring their Messiah (the second coming of Christ). The New Jerusalem is the climax of the Christian program. New Jerusalem bibles anyone?

Each Gentile, as stated by rabbinical authors is to be a "stone in the Temple of Solomon."

Only through Satan can we learn the truth and put a STOP to this funeral wreath upon the entire
world.
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